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The Piano
The Piano mysteriously arrived on the dunes 2.5km south of the village early
one morning in late December 2005.
While most of the village were still having their morning sleep-in, a piano laden
tractor was navigated down the track via the forest to secretly deposit their
soon to be discovered load.
Alas it was only a matter of a few hours later when two young ladies, who
were out doing their early morning exercise of riding quad bikes up and down
the beach, discovered 'The Piano'.
The village was alerted, and when the rest of the world heard about it in
January 2006, Koitiata and Turakina Beach were on the world stage.
It was the new-year-dead-news-period, and the media were waiting poised for
anything to disrupt their boredom. This was in the days when the media had
reporters who would go out into the sticks and battle the elements to cover
especially important stories.
Locals were prevailed upon by media for transport down the beach to the
location, and they were prevailed upon to pose playing, or pose pretending, for
the cameras. Champagne corks popped. They became stars. Television news,
newspaper reports; they were heady piano at the beach days!
Eventually The Piano capitulated to the inevitability of being overcome by the
elements of salt, sand, wind, and rain. Just like the Fusilier.
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It's 10.30am on Friday morning, 30th December 2005, and The
Piano has been discovered!
Only a matter of hours after it was deposited on the dunes, this
young lady and her friend made the discovery. The message arrived
back in the village, "Granddad, there's a piano on the beach!"
Duly guided to the location , while a tune was played the photos
were taken to record the event ... and then Koitiata was at last
on the world map!
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It was famous and there have been imitators, but without the aura
or fame of The Piano.
And of course, all have been swallowed up by The Beach.
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